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Abst ract - -Us ing  the scalar e-parametric approach, we establish the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (which 
we call KKT) necessary and sufficient conditions for an e-Pareto ptimum of nondifferentiable mul- 
tiobjective fractional objective functions ubject o nondifferentiable convex inequality constraints, 
linear equality constraints, and abstract constraints. These optimality criteria are utilized as a ba- 
sis for constructing one duality model with appropriate duality theorems. Subsequently, we employ 
scalar exact penalty function to transform the multiobjective fractional programming problem to 
an unconstrained problem. Under this case, we derive the KKT necessary and sufficient conditions 
without a constraint qualification for e-Pareto ptimality of multiobjective fractional programming. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
In this paper,  we consider the following mult iobject ive fractional programming problem: 
[ f l (X )  f2(x) fm(X)~ subject  to x • F, (P) 
Minimize \ gl(x)' g2(x) ' " "  gm(x) ] ' 
where F is a nonempty  subset of R n defined by 
F = {x • Rn [ hj(x) <_ O, for l _< j_<p,  Ax = b, and x e Q} , 
h I are convex real-valued functions defined on R n for 1 < j < p, A is an m × n matr ix  of rank m, b 
is an m vector, and Q is a nonempty  closed convex subset of R n, f i  and -g  are convex real-valued 
functions defined on R n for 1 < i < m, and for each i = 1 , . . . ,  m satisfying g~ > 0 and f~ _> 0 
and/~/g i :  bounded from below on F .  Minimize means obtain ing Pareto  opt ima l  solutions in 
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the following sense. A point ~ E F is a Pareto optimal solution of (P) if there is no x E F such 
that 
f i (x )  < fi(5___~) 1 < i < m, 
g, (x )  - 
with at least one strict inequality. 
Let e be an element of R~ and • be a feasible point for (P) ; that is, ~ E F. The point • is 
called an e-Pareto opt ima l  solution of (P) if there is no x E F such that 
f,(x____)) <_ f,('~___~) _ ei, 1 < i < m, 
g,(x) 
with at least one strict inequality. 
Several authors have been interested in e-approximate solutions for nonlinear programming. 
For details, one can consult [1-12]. In particular, Strodiot, Nguyen and Heukemes [13] de- 
rived e-optimality conditions of the KKT type for points which are within e of being optimal to 
the problem of minimizing a nondifferentiable convex objective function subject to nondifferen- 
tiable convex inequality constraint, linear equality constraints, and abstract constraints, and they 
showed how it is possible to construct a bundle algorithm based on the e-optimality conditions; 
that is, e-optimality conditions may offer clues for convergence analyzes of algorithms. In [6], 
Loridan derived some properties of e-efficient points solution for vector minimization problems 
and used the Ekeland's variational principle [14] to establish the e-Pareto ptimality and e-quasi- 
Pareto optimality. In [3], Liu also adapted the same approach to obtain the e-duality theorem of 
nondifferentiable nonconvex multiobjective programming. 
Recently, Liu [5] used the e-parametric approach to establish the KKT necessary and sufficient 
conditions for an e-optimum of nondifferentiable fractional objective function subject o nondif- 
ferentiable convex inequality constraint, linear equality constraints, and abstract constraints. In 
this paper, we want to extend Liu's results [5] to multiobjective factional programming. We 
organize this paper as follows. Some definitions and notations are given in Section 2. In Sec- 
tion 3, we use an e-parametric approach to derive the KKT necessary and sufficient conditions for 
e-Pareto optimality of multiobjective fractional programming. When the optimality conditions 
are utilized, one parametric dual problem may be formulated and duality theorems are presented 
in Section 4. In Section 5, we employ scalar exact penalty function to transform the multiobjec- 
tive fractional programming problem to an unconstrained problem. Under this case, we derive the 
KKT necessary and sufficient conditions without a constraint qualification for e-Pareto ptimality 
of multiobjective fractional programming. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
Throughout the paper, let R n be the n-dimensional Euclidean space and R~_ be its nonnegative 
orthant. We need the following definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let h : R n ~ RU {+oo} be a convex function, finite at 5. The e-subdifferential 
of  h at • is the set O~h(5) defined by 
O~h(5) = {x* e R n I h(y) > h('~) - e + (x*, y - "~) for any y e Rn}. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let  C be a nonempty  closed convex subset ofR n. The e-normal cone of C at 
is the set N~(C;~) defined by 
Nc(C;~) = {x* E R n [ (x* ,y  -5 )  <_ e for any y E C}. 
In order to simplify the complication of multiobjective fractional programming problem (P), 
we give the scalar nonfractional equivalent problem with a parametric v E R m as follows: 
Minimize Z ( f i (x)  - v~g(x)), subject o x E F. (Pv) 
i----1 
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If f~ and -g~ are convex, and vi > 0, for i 1, 2,. m, then m = " ' '  Zi=I  ( f i (x)  -- r ig(x))  is convex; 
whereas f , (x) /g~(x)  is not for i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m.  Thus in many cases, (Pv) is easier than (P). 
Therefore, we hope to employ the e-optimality of (P~) to derive the e-Pareto optimality of (P), 
and then we give the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let  ~ 6 F and ~ = f i (x ) /g i (x )  - e, > 0 for i = 1,2, . . .  ,m.  Then ~ is an e-Pareto 
optimal solution of (P) f f  and only f f  
m m m 
(f , (x) - ~,g,(=)) + ~ ~,g,(-~) >_ ~_, (.~(e) - <~,(e))  , 
i=1  i=1 i=1 
for any x E F N F~,~ = {x [ f i (x)  - ~g i (x )  <_ 0 for i = 1 , . . . ,  m}.  
PROOF. Assume that • is an e-Pareto optimal solution of (P). So, there is no x 6 F such that 
f i (x)  - ~g i (x )  < 0 for any i = 1 , . . . ,  m with at least one strict inequality. Then, we have for 
each x 6 F n F~,~, x 6 F and 
f~(x) - ~g i (x )  = 0, for any i -- 1 , . . . ,  m, 
that is 
A(=) - ~g~(x) + e~g~(~) = £(~)  - ~g~(~), 
Then, for any x 6 F A F~,~, we have 
for any i= l , . . . ,m.  
m m m 
(£(~) - <g,(=)) + ~ ~,g,(e) = ~ (£(3) - <g,(e)). 
i=1  i=1 i=1 
Conversely, assume that Z is not an e-Pareto optimal solution of (P). Then there exists xl 6 F 
such that 
. . . .  e~, 1 < i < m, g~(~) g,(~) 
with at least one strict inequality. Therefore, we have xt 6 F n Fe,~ and 
f i (X l )  - -  ~-~g~(xl) <_ f i (x)  - 97gi(~) - eig~(~), 1 < i < m, 
with at least one strict inequality. It follows that 
m m 
i=1 i= l  i= l  
This leads to a contradiction. 
REMARK. The 'if' part of the above lemma holds even if the set Fc,e is removed. On the 
other hand, the 'only if' part does not hold. For example, let us consider the nonfractional 
multiobjective problem: minimize ( f l (x) /g l (x) ,  f2(x) /g2(x) )  = (Xl/1, x2/1) such that hi(x) = 
-x l  _< 0 where n = 2, m = 2, p = 1. So, letting el = e2 = 1, • = (0, 5) 6 F is an e-Pareto ptimal 
2 
solution for this problem, however, for x = (0,0) 6 F\Fc,e,  0 + 5 = ~i= l ( f i (x )  - ~g i (e ) )  > 
2 X 2 
In order to establish the necessary and sufficient conditions of the e-optimal solution for (P), 
we give the following nonfractional scalar programming problem considered by Strodiot, Nguyen 
and Heukemes [13]. 
Minimize S(x) ,  subject to x e F, (P1) 
where S is a convex continuous real-valued function defined on R n. 
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LEMMA 2.2. (See [13, Theorem 2.4].) Let e > 0, and let "Z be a feasible point for (P~). Suppose 
that the following constraint qualification of the Slater type holds true. 
There exists an x0 • R n 
such that h~(xo) < 0, for i = 1,... ,p, Axo = b, and xo • intQ (CQ) 
where 'int' denote the interior of a subset of an Euclidean space. 
Then • is an e-optimal solution to ( P1) if and only if there exist scalars ~ >_ 0 for i = O, 1,. . . ,  p, 
eq >_ 0 and A/. _> 0 for i = 1, . . .  ,p, and a vector # • R m such that 
P 
0 • 0~oS(3 ) + E/~7~(Aih')(3) + AT# + N~(Q;3) ,  
/ .=1  
P P 
~r~+r~-~< ~,~,(3) _< 0 
i=O /.----1 
3. NECESSARY AND SUFF IC IENT CONDIT IONS 
In this section, we use Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 to derive a criterion of KKT type which is necessary 
and sufficient for a feasible point • to be an e-Pareto ptimal solution for (P). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 3 • F and 0 < e~ < f/.(3)/g~(~) /or i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m.  Suppose that the 
following constraint qualification of Slater type (CQ1) is satisfied. 
There exists an xo • R'~such that (CQ) is satisfied and x0 • int Fe,~. (CQ1) 
H 3 is an e-Pareto optimal solution of (P), there exist scalars ~ >_ O, ~i2 >_ O, ~ >_ O, for 
i=1 ,  ,mand~>O,  A/.>O, fo r i= l , .  ,pand-~-q>O, andavector#•Rm,  and~•R m • - .  _ _ .o  _ -I- 
such that 
rn  p 
0 • ~ (~( l+~) f i (3 )+ ~/5~, 2 (1+~)  (-~g/.)(3))+~-~ ~ C~h,) (3)+AT#+NG(Q;3),  (1) 
i=I i=l 
f/.(e) -~g~(3) = eig/.(e), 1 < i < m, (2) 
m p m p 
(vz +~1 + ~r ,  +~-  ~(1  + ~)~,g,(31 <~h, (31  _< 0. (3) 
i=1  /=1 i----1 i= l  
PROOF. Suppose that 3 is an e-Pareto ptimal solution of (P). From Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, there 
exist scalars ~7 _> 0 for i = 0 ,1 , . . . ,p ,  ~q >_ 0 and ~-~ > 0 for i = 1 . . . .  ,m and Ai >_ 0 for 
i = 1, . . .  ,p, and a vector # • R m such that 
that is 
m p 
0 • ~ (f/.(.)+ <(-g/.)(.)) (3) + ~ ~ (Zh/.)(3) 
i= l  i----1 
m 
+ AT.  + N~(Q; 3) + ~ t~ (fi(.) + ~(-g , ) ( . ) ) (e ) ,  
i----1 
p m m p m 
/ .=0 i= l  i----1 i= l  i----1 
p rn  rn  p 
+7 + E(1 + < ]E _< o 
i----0 /.----1 /.----1 i= l  
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U 
~ ~= i (,-'Ti-+ r~)=~'-6, i= I  
i-e~i-~ _> o, (-'-i'~ _> o, ~ _< i _< ,-,~ 
m 
i= l  
rn  p 
Z (,0rrr,~fi(5) + ,0~ (~(-g~))(5)) + Z 0~7~(~h,)(5) + AT# + N~(Q;5) 
i= l  
U q+,'~=,', 
- -  ' ' thus, we have Since O~l(x) + O~(cl)(z) C 0a+~(1 +c)l(x), setting e~l =ei l  + Q1, e~2 = ei2 + Q2, 
conditions (1)-(3). | 
THEOREM 3.2. Let 5 E F and 0 < e~ < f~(5)/g~(5) for i = 1,2, . . . ,m. The element 5 is an 
e-Pareto solution of (P) i / there exist scalars ~ > O, ~ > 0 for i = 1,2, . . . ,m, e-7 > 0 for 
i = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,p, ~q > 0 and Ai > 0 for i = 1, . . .  ,p and a vector # E R m, and ~ E R'~ such that 
o E (~o~r.f~(5) + ~o~-,,(-~gO(5)) + ~ ~ (~h,) (5) + AT. + N~.(Q; 5), 
i= l  i~ l  
fi(5) - ~gi(5) = eigi(5), 1 < i < m, 
rn  p m p 
(~  + ~ ) + ~ r, + ~-  ~, ,g, (5)  _< ~ r,h,(5) < 0. 
i= l  i----1 i= l  i=1  
PROOF. From [1, Theorem 2.1], we have 
o e ( ~o~-. I~(5) + ~ (g(-gO) (5)) + ~ ~ (~h~) (5) + AT. + N~(Q; 5) 
i=1  i~ l  
P 
c U ~ (~0~r~f,(5) + ~ti~,L~2,2 ( 7(-g,)) (5)) + E 0~r~, ( h,) (5) + AT#+ NG(Q; 5) 
~-~= ~ ( ~-Ty+ ,~7~. 2 ) =~-6o i----1 i----1 
z~y>o,ziS->_o. 1 < i<,~ 
= ~ (.h + ~(-~0) (51 + Y~ ~ (~hO (51 + AT. + N~(Q; 5). 
i=1  i=1 
It follows from Lemma 2.2, 5 is a ~-~m__~ g (5)ei-optimal solution of (P~). Therefore, by 
Lemma 2.1, 5 is an ~-Pareto optimal solution of (P). Thus, the proof is complete. | 
4. e -DUAL ITY  THEOREM 
From the e-Pareto optimality conditions for problem (P) in the preceeding section, we can 
formulate the following parametric dual problem: 
Maximize v = (v l ,  v2 ,  . . . , vm) ,  
rl% 
subject o 0 e ~ (O,,, (1 + rh)/i(u) + O,,, (1 + rli)(-vigi)(u)) 
i=1  
P 
+ ZO~,3(A,h,)(u) + AT# + N~q(Q;u), 
i~ l  
m m 
Z(1  + rh) (fi(u) - vigi(u)) >_ E(1  + rh)e,gi(u), 
i= l  i=1  
(D) 
(4) 
(~) 
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p m P 
i=1  i=1 i=1 i=1 
ATu = b, 
e~>0,  e~2>0for l< i<m,  e i z>0for l< i<P,%>0,  
(u, v, 7, :~, ~) E R" × R+ x R~' x R~ × R m 
(6) 
(7) 
(s) 
(9) 
We denote by FD the set of all feasible solutions (u, v, rl, A, #, e l l , . . ,  ernl, e l2, . . . ,  ern2, e13, 
• . . ,  ep3, Q) of problem (D). The point (~, ~, 7, A, #, en, .  • • eml,'e'-~,.., era2, e13, . . . ,  ~p3, ~)  E FD is 
called an e-Pareto ptimal solution of (D) if there is no (u, v, r/, A,/~, elx,.. ,  emt, e l2 , . . . ,  era2, e13, 
• . . ,  ep3, co) E FD such that 
vi _> ~+ ei, 1 < i < m, 
with at least one strict inequality. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let "Z E F and 0 < ei < fi('~)/g~('x) for i = 1,2,. . .  ,m.  Suppose that the 
constraint qualification (CQ1) is satisfied at 3. H~ is an e-Pareto optimal solution of  (P), then 
there exist scalars ~ > 0, e-~ > 0, ~ > 0 for i = 1, . . . ,  m and e-~ > 0, Ai > 0 for i = 1,. . .  ,p and 
a vector~ > 0 and-fi E R m, and~ E R~ such that (~,V,~, -A, '~,en, . . .  ,emi ,ex2, . . .  ,e,,2, e13,..., 
e~----ff, ~)  is an e-Pareto optimal solution of  (D). 
PROOF. With Theorem 3.1, we conclude that (~,V,~,)~,~,ell,...,eml,el2,...,em2, el3,..., 
e--~, ~)  is a feasible solution of (D) and 
v-'7 = fi('Z)/g~('Z) - ei, 1 < i < m. (10) 
Let K(u)  = Au  - b, by (4), there exist x~ E 0,,,(1 + y~)fi(u), y~ E 0~,2(1 + rh)(-g~)(u) for 
i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m,  z~ E O,~3(Aihi)(u ) for 1 < i <p  and t* E Neq(Q;u) such that 
m P 
Z(x ;  + y*) + ~z~ + VKT(u)# + t* = O. (11) 
i=1  i=1 
Using the characterization f the e-subgradient, we obtain 
(1 + o~)(/~(~) - 1,(~)) > (z ; ,~  - u) - e . ,  1 < i < m, 
(i + ~?i)(--v, gi(~) + vigi(u)) >_ (y~,~ -- u) -- ei2, 1 < i < m, 
Ai(hi(5) - hi(u)) > (z~,5 - u) - ei3, 1 < i < p, 
0 > (t*,  • - u)  - eq, 
and adding them up, we have 
rn p 
Z(1  + vh) (f,(~) -- vigi('Z)) + Z ~,h,('Z) 
i=1  i=1 
>_ y'~(l +m)(I~(u)-v~g~(u))+ y'~,~h~(u)+ (x~ +y'~)+ y'~zg +t ' ,e -u  
i=1  i= l  i= l  i=1  
--  (e i l  -I- e i2)  "~" E ei3 -[- eq 
i=1 
rn p 
> ~'-~(1 + rh)e,gi(u ) + E A,h,(u) + <-V TK(u)#,~ - u> 
i----1 i----1 
- -  (e i l  "4- ~i2) "~- (ei3 
\ i= l  i= l  
> <- -VTK(u)#,~ -- u> (by (6)) 
= 0. (~ e F). 
(by (5) and (II)) 
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It follows that 
m p 
E(1 + rh) (f,('Z) - vigi('Z) + E Aihi('Z) >_ O. (12) 
i=l  i= l  
Using the feasibility of • and A E R~_, we have 
p 
E A,hi(~) <_ O. (13) 
i=1  
Conseqently, the inequalities (12) and (13) yield 
vrt 
E (1 + ~h)(f,(-x) - vig,('Z)) > O. (14) 
i= l  
Assume that (~, ~, 7, A, R, O1,.. • , ~rn l ,  •12, • • • , ( rn2 ,  el3 . . . .  , e-~, ~qq) is not an e-Pareto optimal 
solution of (D). Then, there exists an (u, v, ~, A,/~, O1 . . . .  , eml, el2,. •., era2, ~13,- .. ,  ETa, %) e FD 
such that 
vi > ~ + e~, l< i<m,  
with at least one strict inequality. From (10) and above inequality, we have 
- gi(E)' l < i < m ,  
with at least one strict inequality. Thus, we have 
m 
+ , i )  - < o,  
i=1  
which contradicts inequality (14), and the proof of the theorem is complete. | 
THEOREM 4.2. Let 5 be a feasible solution of (P). I f  a point (~,~,~,A,~,e-~ . . . .  ,~'~ml,e-~, 
• .. ,em2, e13,... ,e-~,~q) with ~ = 0 is a feasible solution of (D), ~ is an e-Pareto optimal so- 
lution of (P). 
PROOF. It follows from Theorem 3.2. 
5. EXACT PENALTY  FUNCTIONS 
In this section, we employ scalar penalty function to derive KKT necessary and sufficient 
c-Pareto optimality conditions without constraint qualification for the following multiobjective 
fractional programming: 
Minimize (f__l(x), f2(x) fm(x)~ subject o hi(x) < O, i = 1,2, . ,p. (P1) 
~, g l  (X )  g2(x) ' ' ' ' ' gm(X)}  . . . .  
We denote the feasible set (x E R n I hi(x) <_ O, 1 <_ i <_ p} by F1 and assume the feasible set F1 
is nonempty. 
To transform problem (P1) into an unconstrained problem, we use the exact penalty function 
introduced by Zangwill [12]: 
m p 
O(x, p) = E (f i(x) - ~g(x) ) + p E max(0, hi(x)) 
i=l  i=l  
where p > 0 and ~ E R~. The associated unconstrained problem in which 
Minimize O( x, p) ( O p ) 
is called a penalized problem with respect o the penalty parameter p. Throughout this section, 
we let 0 _< ei < f i (x)/gi(~) and ~ = fi('Z)/gi(~) - ei E R+ for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m. 
The following necessary conditions for the e-Pareto ptimality of (P1) can be derived. 
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THEOREM 5.1. /if there exists Po such that 5 is a ~-~=~ gi(5)ei-solution for (Op) for any p > Po, 
then 5 is an e-Pareto optimal solution for (P1) and there exist scalars ~ > 0, ~ >_ 0 for 
i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m, ~ >_ 0 for i = 1, 2,. . .  ,p and Ai >_ 0 for i = 1,2, . . .  ,p such that 
PROOF. 
Clearly, 
m 
0 • y~ (~o~,,~,(5) + ~ (<(-g,)) (5)) + 
i= l  
£(5)  - ~'~g(5) = e~g~(5), 1 _ _ 
rn  p m 
(~  + ~ ) + ~ ~ - ~ ~,g,(5) _< 
i=1  i=1 i=1 
If 5 is a )-~im__~ gi(5)ei-solution of problem (Op), 
w% 
o(5,ol <_ o(=,p) + ~>-:~ g,(s)~,, 
i=1 
P 
~ (~h,)(5), (1~) 
'/=1 
< i < m, (16) 
P 
~h, (s )  _< o. (1~'1 
i= l  
for all x E R n. (18) 
ai _~ 1, ~h + max(0, hi(5)) - aiphi(5) = ~, for i = 1, . . . ,  p. 
By (19) and (21), we have 
m p m p 
E, . -  E _< E o 
i= l  i= l  i= l  i= l  
Finally, we obtain the results (15) and (17) by setting 
A~=c~,p, l< i<p,  ~----Th, l< i<p.  
(21) 
where 
m 
e(=, p) = ~ ( f , (=) - ~g~(=)) ,  for all = e F~. 
'/.=1 
I f5  ¢ F1, P ~-~=1 max(0, hi(5)) > 0. Choose any feasible point ~ which is also in F1 and let 
E (I~(,~)- gg~(e) -~1 (I(5)- ~g(5) + E g,(5)~, 
p > max i=l = i--I -~ . . . . .  , Po • 
E max(0, h~(5)) 
i= l  
We then have the conclusion 
E ( f ' (x )  -- ~ 'g ' (x ) )  = 8(~:, p) >_ 8 (5, p) -- E gi(5)ei > E (f,i(x,) -- v--~g,(x)). 
i= l  i=1  i=1 
This conclusion gives a contradiction, and hence, 5 E F1. Prom (18), we have 
m m m 
E (fi(5) -- v-~gi(5)) = 0(5, p) ~_ E (f i(x) -- Ngi(x)) + E gi(5)ei, for all x E F1. 
i= I  i= I  i= l  
Thus, g is a ~-'~iml gi(~)ei-optimal solution of (Pv). Therefore, by Lemma 2.1, • is an e-Pareto 
optimal solution of (P1). With (18) and the result of [5], we have 
0 E O~T=,g,(e), , (f,(') +~(-g i ( ' ) ) )  +PEmax(0 ,  h,(')) (5). 
i=l i=I 
Then, there exist scalars e-~ > 0, e-~ > 0 (1 < i < m), ~ > 0 (1 < i < p), as >_ 0 (1 < i < p), 
and rh >_ 0 (1 _< i _< p) such that 
m p m 
~(~ +~)+ ~= ~ g,(5)~,, (19) 
i=1  i=1 i=1 
m p 
0 E E (~f i (x )  + ~ (i)'7(--g,(~)))) + E 0'7' (c~,ph,)(5), (20) 
i=i i=l 
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THEOREM 5.2. /f  there exist scalars ~ >_ O, ~ >_ 0, for i = 1, 2, . . . ,  m, e-~ > 0 for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  p 
and Ai > 0 for i = 1, 2 , . . .  , p such that conditions (15)-(17) hold. Then x0 is an e-Pareto optimal 
solution of (P1). 
PROOF. By (15), there exist x[ • ~0zzr, fi(~), y~ • ~0z~2(-~-Tgi)(5), for 1 < i < m, and z~ • 
0~r~(A~h~)(5 ) for 1 < i < p such that 
rn p 
(~; + y;) + ~ z; = o. (22) 
i= l  i= l  
Using the characterization f the e-subgradient, we obtain 
-~g~(z )  + ~g, (~)  > (y*, z - ~) - ~-~, 
)hhi(z) - Aihi(5) >_ (z[, x - 5) - e~, 
l< i<m,  
l< i<m,  
l< i<p,  
and adding them up, we have by (17) and (22) 
P 
i=1  i----1 
> (f , (e)  - gg~(e))  + h,(e) + (x; + y~) + zr, • - • , 
i=1  i=1 i=1 
_ ~-~ + ~--ff) + ~/ 
i=1 / 
m m 
~ (f i (x) - ~gi(~))  - Z eig,(~), for all x • F. 
i=1 i=1 
(23) 
Using the feasibility of x and X • R~, we have 
P 
~h,(~) <0. (24) 
i=I 
Consequently, (23) and (24) yield 
m m 
( f , (x)  - <g, (x ) )  > ~ (f , (~) - <g , (z ) )  - ~ ~,g,(z), 
i=1  ~i=l i=1  
for all x • F1. 
Thus, ~ is a Z i= l  gi(~)ei-optimal solution of (Pv). Therefore, by Lemma 2.1, ~ is an e-Pareto 
optimal solution of (P1). Thus, the proof of the theorem is complete. | 
6. SOME REMARKS FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS 
There some questions arise whether or not the results developed in this paper hold in gener- 
alized fractional programming problem (P2)? 
Minimize max fi(x__.)) subject o x e F. (P2) 
l<i_<r gi(x) ' 
Can the objective and constrain functions f, g, and h in the fractional programming (P) be 
replaced by other generalized convex functions? For example, pseudoconvex, quasiconvex, invex, 
preinvex, generalized (F, p)-convex, etc. 
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